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LOOKOUT AT THE HALF WAY MARK
Welcome to the first newsletter for 2016, which represents
the half way mark between the time I started in November
2015 and until I “pass the buck” at the end of this year.
Last year we published three newsletters just missing our
goal of four, however we will try harder to achieve this
goal this year.
The Committee understands the importance of
communication between GIGSA, the members, and sister
societies, and with this in mind coopted two new
members onto the Committee at our meeting in February.
We welcome Tyrone Naidoo and Ricardo de Sousa to the
committee to proudly support our newsletter and website
until the end of term... and, who knows, they may be keen
to stand again at the election?
At the beginning of my term as a President I set goals for
the 20152016 term and think that we need to assess our
progress at thehalf way mark:
1. Increase individual membership by 25%;  12% as
of February 2016
2. Increase benefactor membership by 25%; 24% as
of February 2016
3. Host 3 events yearly; 13 activities registered for 2015
4. Establish relationship with SAICE, SAFCEC,
IMESA; ongoing
5. Publish 4 newsletters annually; 3 newsletters
published in 2015
6. Participation in market related events (IWMSA,
SAICE); participation at Landfill 2015 – Cape Town and
IFAT

by Helmut Zanzinger on durability of geosynthetics as well
as the broadcast of the webinar from GSI on
Geosynthetics in Erosion Control.
With planning already started for the AGM coming up in
November, we are making some exciting changes to the
format for this year …. Watch this space!!
In March Riva and I lectured at Wits University (more info
inside the newsletter). I was honoured to represent
GIGSA and to transfer my passion to young students.
Maybe one of them will be the president of GIGSA one
day? Exciting thought!
On the international front, we received the IGS newsletter
a few weeks back reporting on their busiest year, with two
IGS regional conferences: GeoAmerica2016 in Miami (11
to 13 April 2016) andEurogeo 6 in Istanbul (2628
September 2016). We will definitely be planning some
feedback sessions with you to report back on the most
interesting papers, case histories and new technologies in
geosynthetics.
I would lastly like to pass on our best wishes to our
“cousins” at the SAICE Geotechnical Division on their
First Southern Africa Geotechnical Conference being held
at Sun City from the 56 May 2016.

I feel that we are on the right path and that 2016 will be
the year we accomplish all of them.

Inmy closing note, which is very important, our current
fees are under revision due to the exchange rate (as you
know the IGS membership is included in the GIGSA fee).
More information will follow in the due course, but I am
anticipating an increase in fees to support the growth of
the chapter and to maintain our flagship status with IGS
that we may continue to reap the benefits thereof.

The year started with some exciting events with more
planned for the year ahead. We had a great lecture done

Yours Sincerely
Edoardo
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Going green with Geosynthetics
GeoRock Retaining Wall Systems are an efficient means
to constructing Domestic retaining walls with the absolute
minimum carbon footprint. One of the highlights of this
system is that the walls are very aesthetically pleasing,
which is what the domestic application demands. Another
highlight is that the system is cost competitive vs
incremental block walls.
The system is quick and easy to install with the utilisation
of insitu soils, GeoTex fabric and GeoRock sand bags.
These materials can be transported to site in the boot of a
saloon car, it’s that easy!
What is amazing is that the system carries ground water
laterally via the GeoTex tieback to the wall face. This has
two major effects;
 (1) the face bags remain moist and thus the vegetation
flourishes.
 (2) The moisture content of the soils within the wall bulk
remains stable as the GeoTex constantly drains water to
the wall face, thus the soils behind the wall have little
chance of ever becoming saturated.

This drainage action along with the reinforcing fabric tie
backs keeps the wall safe and prevents the wall from
collapse.
The construction process is simple and specialised
contractors are not required. The method requires:
• Earthwork formation – levelling and compaction
• Placing of the GeoTex tieback fabric
• Filling GeoRock sand bags with insitu soils and placing
of the bags to the wall face
• Filling the area behind the face bags with insitu soils
and compacting
• Repeating the process until the desired wall height is
achieved
• Vegetating the wall face
Plant and Equipment required:
• Pedestrian Roller or plate compactor
• Bobcat
A sectional drawing below details the simple design and
photos show the process from start to completion:

Tel +27 (0) 87 943 8930
Fax +27 (0) 86 579 4625
Email
lionel@gilbertgeos.co.za
Web www.gilbertgeos.co.za
Post PO Box 226, Umhlali,
4390 KZN
Phys Old Barn,
Collisheen Estate,
Compensation,
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Construction Procedure of GeoRock System
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Wilson Bayley Holmes – Ovcon (WBHO) Construction  Kusile Power Station Project
WBHO Construction has been working for Eskom on the
Kusile Power Station project,which is situated between
Emalahleni and Bronkhorstspruit in Mpumalanga. The two
work packages which have been awarded to WBHO are
the Combustion Waste Terrace and the Coal Stock Yard.

the Ash Dump. The ADDD has a footprint of 72 875m2 and
uses a four (4) layer geosynthetic system (Two 2mm
mono textured HDPE liner layers, A8 Bidim and a
cuspated layer). A portion of these dams consists of
reinforced concrete covering the liner.

1. Combustion Waste Terrace also known as The Ash
Dump/Dam, this consists of the following liner related
items:

2. The Coal Stock Yard – consisting of the following liner
related items:

1.1 The Ash Dump: This facility covers a footprint area of
1,080,900m2. The system composes of five layers geo
synthetic product (2 layers of 2mm double textured liner, 2
layers A8 Bidim and one layer GCL). Two additional layers
of natural materials complete the system, one 100mm
layer of washed river sand and a wearing course which
accommodates a drainage pipe network.
A project of this nature and scale poses many challenges,
but the construction team overcame these and ensured
timeous completion. An example of this is the development
of a spreader bar mounted on a telly porter that increases
production and minimises physical labour
Completion of this work is scheduled for end of April 2016,
well within the contractual completion date.

2.1 The coal stock yard and reclaimers comprises a
footprint area of 298 971m2. Work comprises of 275mm
reinforced concrete slabs covering the whole areatotalling
7,000 m3 concrete. Below the concrete is a three layer
protection system (Geosynthetic Clay Liner, 1.5mm mono
textured or smooth HDPE liner, covered by A8 Bidim).
63mm gravel was placed between the bidim and concrete

1.2 The Ash Dam Dirty Dam (ADDD): This facility was
constructed to accommodate the dirty water collected on
Figure 2  Coal Stock Yard Lining System

Figure 1  Ash Dam Lining System Design

2.2 In addition to the Coal Stock Yard this package
comprises of two identical design dams. These dams were
built to act as sedimentation dirty dams receiving the
contaminated run off water from the power station. Each
dam had a footprint area of 7525m2. Theses concrete
dams have a multiple layered geosynthetic protection
layer (2 x 1.5mm mono textured HDPE liner, cuspate
drainage layer and A6Bidim).
The Coal Stock Yard contract has been completed ahead
of schedule allowing the client to commence coal
stockpiling.
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Spilo Technical Textiles, was founded in 1951 in Paarl,
South Africa.
It has grown from its original beginnings as a producer of
jute woven bags for the local grain industry to a recognised
and experienced manufacturer and exporter of a wide
variety of synthetic technical fabrics.
Today, Spilo Technical Textiles offers an extensive range of
woven tape geotextiles for the civil engineering, mining
and agricultural industries both locally and internationally.
These products conform to SANS (South Africa), AASHTO
(USA) and CEN (EU) requirements where applicable.
Filtration, separation anddrainage on a construction site

There is a growing need for the geotextiles as reinforcing
in concretes and cement structures. The use thereof is
increasing in modern day applications as structures
become more abstract and bespoke.
A combination of modern materials and textile technology
has led to the increased application. Uses in Pillars and
Road Guards, and several other specialized applications
have assisted in the shaping, construction and
development of geotextiles in these diverse industries.
For more information please email sales@spilo.co.za or
visit our website on www.spilo.co.za

Filtration, separation and drainage on a construction site
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A look beyond the Autobhan

1. How fast do you drive on the Autobahns in
Germany
Answer: You know that there are no general speed limits
on Autobahns in Germany. The speed is limited due to
traffic or if the roads are under construction or if the road
is not in the best condition as it should. But to answer
your question I drive preferably with 170 km/h on my way
to the office.
2. What do you enjoy about travelling to South Africa?
Answer: When I travel to South Africa it is normally winter
in Germany and therefore summer in South Africa. There
is maximum one hour time shift from Germany to South
Africa and
therefore you may have practically no
problems with jet lag. I leave Germany on the evening
and arrive in South Africa in the early morning. This is
very convenient. I like the nature and the people in South
Africa. South. South Africa is really an African country but
it has also a European flair. Therefore I feel very familiar
with this country.

topics were preferably dealing with compacted clay liners,
drainage gravel layers and buried plastic pipes for
drainage but geotextiles and geomembranes played
already and important role in landfills. Therefore we
founded a geotextile laboratory at LGA in the year 1989.
We established all tests on geotextiles but other products
like woven geogrids and reinforced GCLs came on the
table as brandnew products. Therefore new test methods
had to be developed for large scale direct shear tests and
pullout tests on geogrids and many tests on GCLs.
Test methods for drainage geocomposites were not
available at that time. CEN/TC189 was founded in 1989 to
harmonize European test methods and to develop new
test methods as basis for CE marking. These new test
methods were challenging and interesting so that I moved
with time completely from soil mechanics to
geosynthetics. In 2002 I entered SKZ in Wuerzburg and
learnt more and more about geomembranes and
durability of geosynthetics  because SKZ had a long
experience in testing of geomembranes back to late
1970s'. This means it is a process to get involved in
geosynthetics testing. It is learning by doing.
4. You collaborate with many other academics and
independent researchers and publish much of your
research, allowing others to benefit from your
knowledge and developments. How do you select
research topics?

3. How did a geotechnical engineer get so involved in
geosynthetics testing?

Answer: Most of the time the topics we are working on
are actual topics. This means the industry or the market
asks questions and we try to find suitable answers. We
select our research topics on the basis of the needs from
clients or from discussions in working groups for
standardization or from meetings with
other experts.

Answer: I started as geotechnical engineer in the largest
German geotechnical institute LGA in Nuremberg in 1988.
At that time we were very much involved in landfills. The

5. SKZ has recently developed a number of tests
which will significantly reduce the time taken for
durability tests. This has created some excitement in
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the geosynthetics industry in South Africa, as
durability testing can be a major hold up for some
projects. What is the estimated time frame for having
these new test methods written up as standards?
Answer: For stress cracking resistance of HDPE
geomembranes we have developed the STRAIN
HARDENINGMETHOD and also an ACCELERATED
NCTL TEST. I assume that both methods will be available
as EN standards in 2017. Drafts of both methods do exist
already.
A further accelerated ageing test like the HIGH
PRESSURE AUTOCLAVE TEST is already an ISO
standard since 2004. It is used as an index test but can
also be used for lifetime predictions if suitable test
conditions are chosen.
6. SKZ does testing on products from all around the
world. What is your view regarding the geosynthetic
market growth within the last decade and its growth
going forward?
Answer: I see a steady growth of the geosynthetic
market. Manufacturers are investing in new and further
lines for geomembranes, GCLs and geogrids. New
manufacturers start producing geosynthetics. Everywhere
where investments are made in infrastructure projects
geosynthetics are used more and more. On the other side
these projects depend on the economy of each country
and therefore on the money the government is willing to
spend.
From my experience the growth in the geosynthetic
market is ongoing year by year as we are gathering more
and more new clients which ask for certification and/or for
testing of their new products.
7. There are many geosynthetic products on the
market that are tested according to different
standards, ISO, ASTM, EN, others. This presents a
difficulty in understanding the specifications of each
product when comparing standards. What is your
advice on this?

Answer: From my point of view we should use
international standards such as ISO standards where they
are available. We should avoid doubling of standards. In
Europe the standards are harmonized. We do no longer
specify DINstandards or BSIstandards or UNI
standards, etc.. All test standards for geosynthetics are
covered by common ENstandards. Many of them are EN
ISO standards. This means the ENstandard could be
identical with the ISOstandard. Geotextiles and
geotextilerelated products are very well covered with EN
ISO and EN standards. I see no need to specify them with
ASTM standards additionally. For geosynthetic barriers
especially for geomembranes more standards are
available and know from ASTM. Nevertheless most
properties for geomembranes can be specified with ISO
and EN standards. Only a few properties are described in
ASTM standards only. A specification for geosynthetics
can be based on a mixture of standards from CEN, ISO
and ASTM but doubling of properties in the same
specification must be avoided.
My advice is to use ISO standards if possible. If no ISO
standard exists for a specific characteristic an EN
standard or an ASTM standard or a further standard can
be used, but in any case conflicts with competing test
methods should be avoided. It is also wasting of time and
money if a manufacturer has to test its product according
to an ISO standard and to an ASTM standard additionally.
8. In a Protection Efficiency Test (Cylinder Test) to
check the suitability of a geotextile in a protection
application, a time factor is usually applied. In cases
where this time cannot be applied for whatever
reason, what would you recommend as a safety factor
to account for the lack of time (i.e. by how much
would you increase the load to account for the lack of
time)?
Answer: A practical approach would be to increase the
load by a factor of 1.5 while reducing the loading duration
by a factor of 10.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

5 & 6 MAY 2016
The First Southern African Geotechnical Conference will
be hosted by the Geotechnical Division of the South
African Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE) under the
auspices of the International Society for Soil Mechanics
and Geotechnical Engineering (ISSMGE).
This sub regional conference will provide a forum for
exchanging, disseminating and discussing current
geotechnical practice in Southern Africa as well as sharing
information of recent projects and developments. The
venue for the conference will be Sun City in South Africa.

The Conference targets Geotechnical engineers,
engineering geologists, scientists and researchers working
in all fields of soil mechanics and geotechnical
engineering.
http://www.patersoncooke.com/wp
content/uploads/1stSouthernAfricanGeotechnical
ConferenceAnnouncementRegistration.pdf
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Geoamerica 2016
GeoAmericas 2016; the 3rd Pan American Conference on Geosynthetics will be held at the Lowes Hotel on SouthBeach
in Miami, Florida 1013 April 2016.
The event will continue the quadrennial GeoAmericas tradition of excellence, providing a forum for
engineers,practitioners and academe from the Americas to explore current and future potential applications for
geosynthetics.
http://www.geoamericas2016.org/
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EUROGEO 6 2016
EuroGeo 6 is the 6th European Regional Conference on
Geosynthetics. Organized by the Turkish Chapter of the
International Geosynthetics Society, the event will be held
in Istanbul 25  28 September 2016.

Professor Jean Pierre GOURC
and Professor Philippe
DELMAS

More information:
www.eurogeo6.org<http://www.eurogeo6.org/>.

"The Behaviour of "Alive"
Earthworks with Geosynthetics
after Several Decades”

Important dates:
Early Bird registration closes 31.07.2016
Deadline for paper submission 23.05.2016
Notification of paper acceptance, review comments
provided 17.07.2016
Deadline for registration of at least one of the authors for
paper to be published 31.07.2016
Deadline for revised paper submission 29.08.2016

Professor Nicola MORACI
"Geosynthetics Interface
Properties under Static and
Dynamic Loads”

Keynote Lectures (In alphabetical order)
A new lecture series has been accepted by IGS to be
delivered at each Regional European Geosynthetics
Conference. The lecture series has been named as
L.M.N.S. lecture after E. Leflaive (Chairman, France), A.
McGown (United Kingdom), J. Nieuwenhuis (Netherlands)
and M. Sotton (France) who were the fourmembers of the
organizing committee of the first International Conference
of Geosynthetics which took place in Paris, France, in April
1977.
The first L.M.N.S. Lecture will
be delivered by Dr. Daniele
CAZZUFFI
"Evolution in design of
geotextile filters”

Professor Chungsik YOO,
"Geosynthetics in Underground
Constructions”

Professor Martin ZIEGLER
"Geosynthetic Reinforcement
Applications”
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Progress on GIGSA Young Members Award to attend and present at EuroGeo6 in Turkey

GIGSA advertised the Young Members Award 2016 in late
2015, with the winner expected to present at and attend
EuroGeo6. This will be the sixth EuroGeo conference
attended by a sponsored GIGSA student or young
member, and is scheduled to take place in September
2016 in Istanbul, Turkey. Three GIGSA young members
have submitted applications for the award, and had
abstracts accepted by the conference secretariat. Judging
of the conference papers will be undertaken by the GIGSA
awards committee before the registration deadline of 15th
of July 2016. The papers under consideration are, in no
particular order:

• “Design and Construction of Mechanically Stabilized
Earth Walls on the Umngeni Interchange” by J. De Beer
and O.W. Masongwa, as well as
• “The Use of Geosynthetics in Steep Side Wall Capping:
A Case Study” by G.A. Dode.
• “Influence of the position of geogrid reinforcing on the
integrity of a clay liner subject to settlement” by
D.H. Marx and S.W Jacobsz
We look forward to adjudicating these papers, and
deciding on the GIGSA Young Members Award recipient
for 2016.
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THE GIGSA BURSARY
1.

of June each year for the following calendar year.

INTRODUCTION
The GIGSA Bursary aims to support the growth of the
appropriate knowledge of geosynthetics in South Africa.

Applicants will be informed on the outcome of their
applications by not later than 30th September of each
year.

2.

TARGET GROUP
The GIGSA Bursary is open to Masters or PhD students
5.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
studying at a South African University, who are
Applications should comprise the following
conducting research in line with the Mission of GIGSA,
documentation:
which includes promoting the appropriate use of
a. Letter of application;
geosynthetics, advancing geosynthetics knowledge and
b. Topic of the research;
developing new geosynthetic technologies.
c. Scope of the research;
d. Letter of motivation by the proposed University
3.
FUNDS
Supervisor;
The GIGSA Bursary supports applicants financially in
e. Overall budget forecast;
South African Rand (ZAR). Funds may be allocated to
f. Proof of registration;
an applicant on a year to year basis, for a maximum
g. Project schedule and clear milestones;
period of three (3) years consecutively. The available
h. Copy of ID or Passport;
bursary funds will be announced annually in February.
i. Proof of residence;
Funds may be used for tuition fees, travel, conferences,
j. Details of any other funding received or allocated to
labour, consumables and specialist equipment relevant
the student.
to the research topic.
Approval of applications and allocation of funds will be
at the sole discretion of the GIGSA Committee. Funding
may not meet the applicant’s full funding requirements.
Funding of existing GIGSA bursary students may take
preference over new applicants, depending on the
existing students’ progress.
Funds will be allocated quarterly in advance based on a
quarterly forecast and detailed reconciliation including
proof of expenditure. GIGSA reserves the right to
terminate funding subject to progress compared to the
project schedule and milestones.
Funds will preferably be transferred to a University
account or will be paid against invoices signed by the
University Supervisor.
4.

Should the student applying receive news of any other
funding allocated to them following the submission of
their application, GIGSA must be informed within one
week.
6.

RECIPIENT COMMITMENTS
In order to communicate the findings of the research
conducted, the recipient is obligated to publish these in
an accepted journal and/or to present at a relevant
conference or GIGSA event. In addition a short
summary shall be published in the GIGSA newsletter.
The research project may not be specifically developed
with the aim of providing commercial advantages to a
specific product or company.

APPLICATIONS
Applications should be submitted not later than the 30th
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GIGSA BURSARIES
RECIPIENT NEWS
MARCH 2016.....
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”.Nelson Mandela.
GIGSA has awarded bursaries for the year 2016 to Mr. DH Marx and Mr. K. Bester, totaling R50 000. Let’s see if these
gentlemen are spending that money intelligently by reading first quarterly update.
Dawie Marx

During January and February
2016 an article, titled “Optimum
geogrid reinforcement of clay
liners” was written, revised and
submitted for the First Southern
African Geotechnical Conference
(FSAGC).
Finite
element
analyses of a clay liner subject to
differential settlement, reinforced

with geogrids at four positions, were conducted. The
optimum reinforcement position and corresponding
maximum tensile strain in the liner, for a given
reinforcement cost, was determined.
Furthermore, in preparation for the physical model tests, a
concrete mixer was modified to allow for vacuum mixing of
kaolin clay powder. Vacuum mixing is required to ensure
that the degree of saturation of the sample is as close to
unity as possible. A hydraulic press was repaired and
Karl Bester

The study aims to show a
failure to recognize the
relationship between loading
conditions
within
the
hydrodynamic laboratory test
method and those of infield
conditions, such as the active
thrust on the geotextile
interface, which may have led
to erroneous decisions with
respect to, piping and pore water pressure dissipation
Much of the progress on the research has revolved around
the development of a design for the required
Hydrodynamic sieving apparatus which will be used to

fitted with a load cell to allow for onedimensional
consolidation of the clay slurry (up to 1000kPa). This clay
blocks will be used as model clay liners in the geotechnical
centrifuge. Preliminary tensile testing was also conducted
on various types of plastic mesh. The plastic mesh will be
used as model geogrids in the centrifuge.
In March a first draft of an article for the 6th European
Geosynthetics Congress (EUROGEO6) was completed.
This article, “Geometric factors influencing the optimal
position of geogrid reinforcement” builds on the work
submitted to the FSAGC. This article investigated the
effect of overburden pressure, liner thickness and width,
depth and shape of settlement trough on the optimum
reinforcement of the clay liner. Oedometer and triaxial
tests were conducted on the kaolin clay.
.

conduct the envisaged testing.
At present the apparatus design has been completed and
the components therefore are being sourced and assessed
in terms of cost, to ensure that it can be built within the
budget; this may result in a few minor changes to the more
general overall specification requirements of the testing
apparatus, but it will ultimately not affect the technical
requirements thereof. Upon the finalisation of any changes
required the apparatus will be constructed and assembled.
Simultaneously, the search for appropriate soils and
representative geotextiles has commenced and it is
desired to have this finalised before the completion of the
testing apparatus. This is to ensure that all samples can be
well documented and the required preliminary tests be
completed prior to the main testing in the Hydrodynamic
sieving apparatus.
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GIGSA BURSARIES
AWARD 2016.....
The envisaged date for apparatus completion is the 31st
May 2016 with full testing commencing the 1st June 2016.
The coursework component of the Parttime Masters has
gone well with an in depth two weeks of block courses for
the first two subjects. Three assessments have been
completed and handed in. The three remaining
assessments for these first two courses will be completed
within the second quarter. The two remaining courses for
the year will be completed in 2nd and 4th quarters of this
year.

The research progress is satisfactory at present. The
sourcing, testing and documentation of soils and
geotextiles, as well as the completion of the apparatus and
commencement of full testing is to be done in the 2nd
quarter of the year.
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GIGSA MEETS WITS
STUDENTS
GIGSA meets Wits students
By Edoardo Zannoni

Riva also reported that her lecture on geosynthetic barriers
went very well, with lots of intelligent questions asked and
interest in the subject. As a WITS graduate, it was a blast
The GIGSA Mission is to promote the understanding and from the past for her to return to her alma mater, and very
appropriate use of geosynthetics. What better suit the encouraging to meet the large, diverse final year class.
Mission than lecture final year undergraduate students
geosynthetics at a University? In March 2016, the Geosynthetics cannot be taught in few hours. Many
University of the Witwatersrand Dept. of Civil and practitioners takes years, even a lifetime, to master the use
Environmental Engineering through Luis Alberto Torres of these useful construction materials. However in these
Cruz, invited GIGSA to present on geosynthetic soil two days GIGSA planted a seed in the students’ fresh
reinforcement and barrier systems. Edoardo Zannoni and minds, and hope that it will grow into great ideas for the
Riva Nortjé took up for the challenge respectively. These future.
lectures followed on from Introduction to Geosynthetics
GIGSA wishes all the best to the final year students and
lectures offered by GIGSA member Peter Davies.
we look forward to see them around very soon, keen to
Knowing how bad Johannesburg traffic can be, I woke up deepen their interest in geosynthetics; maybe even
earlier than usual and I arrived at Wits almost at dawn. I motivated by the GIGSA bursary programme! A special
was quite worried as nowadays the only thing you hear thank you to Luis, who has a great interest in
from the news about our varsities is “fees must fall” and so geosynthetics and allow GIGSA to participate in his
on. Given the early hour, Luis and I joined the students for course.
breakfast and to fit with the surroundings I had my “back
pack” on my shoulder, however I think you could have
seen from miles I wasn’t “one of them”. At the cafeteria by
the Senate House, students were already studying and
getting prepared for the day to come (I think they slept
there…). Thereafter we started walking towards the
Hillman Building, whose walls display the history of civil
engineering through many, many years.
The subject of the talk was soil reinforcement, and what a
joy I had! The class was full, there were students even
sitting on the stairs, with a quick count tallying about 150
students. My slots were two periods of 45 minutes. The
first was an introduction to geosynthetics and soil
reinforcement while during the second slot we designed a
retaining wall. What amazed me was the enthusiasm of
student to try to understand, interact and try to use
geosynthetics on their first encounter.…. like running the
Comrades just after you start walking! I was amazed.
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MEDIA

Social Media.

Internet

Social media is no longer
on the rise but the only
current way of staying in
touch. It has now become
an everyday way of life.
To better keep in contact
with GIGSA or find out about future events relating to the
geosynthetic industry; try one of the following links below
by clicking on your preferred social media platform. We
may not be strong in followers yet but we will get there in
time with your help, invite your friends and colleagues as
well. These social media platforms can be used as a
forum for discussions pertaining to anything geosynthetic
related.

Since the end of February 1026, we have been working
on recreating the technical section on the new web site
and this should be completed within the next month.
The beneficiary section was updated in late
December/early January and we will be replacing this with
the new beneficiary within the next few days.
Extensive updates to the events section will be
undertakes, now that this has been formalised for 2016.

Some tips for GIGSA’s social media platforms:
Tip #1: Place your questions or thoughts on any of these
platforms and hopefully someone will respond to them
be it a supplier, consultant, contractor or someone just
browsing the page.
Tip#2: Don’t be afraid to ask GIGSA questions as well. If
we can’t answer you then we can get someone that will
be able to!
Tip #3: Keep it clean! Social media was invented to keep
in contact not grow apart, help maintain our level of
professionalism by always being courteous!
Happy Clicking from the team at GIGSA!
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PHOTO COMPETITION
2016
The 2015 Photo Competition proved to be a major success with over 90 photos being submitted. The
response was enthusiastic and the quality of photos good, with some being exceptional.
Below are the three winning photos from that occassion.

1st  Basal Reinforcement at Hazyview,
Mpumalanga  Benny Covindsamy,
Maccaferri Africa

2nd  Komati Ash Dam / 2mm HDPE liner
with GCL  Marius Nel, WBHO

3rd  MultiCells  Robery Jacob, Kaytech
Engineering

The 2016 Photo Competition has started and we invite you to submit your photos up
until 22nd July 2016. Details will be provided via email.
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MEMBERSHIP STATS
MARCH 2016

Memebership Statitics
The GIGSA membership categories still consist of the following;
•
student members, individual members,
•
affiliate members and
•
benefactors.
At the end of 2015, there was a need for GIGSA to review the membership numbers as per categories above.
For this reason the membership reporting shall include only the individual members, affiliate members and benefactors,
The current serving GIGSA committee would like to achieve a 25% Increase in membership for both individual and
benefactor categories by the end of 2016. This implies having 6 more benefactor members to the existing numbers to
join GIGSA and 36 more individual members respectively.

New GIGSA member numbering system
As a privilege of being a GIGSA member, you automatically become an IGS member.
Effective of 1st January 2015, GIGSA has decided to adopt a new membership numbering system inline with the IGS
member allocation numbering system. Therefore for all new members that join GIGSA effective 1st of January 2015,
your GIGSA membership number will correspond to the IGS number. All other previous members that joined prior to
2015, your GIGSA membership number and IGS number are still valid and remain unchanged.
SUMMARY OF GIGSA MEMBERSHIP IN MARCH 2016
Individual Memberships covered by Affiliate Status
Individual Membershipd covered by Benefactor Status
Individual Members
Honorary Life Members
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP PER CATEGORY
Total Membership (persons)
Affiliate Members
Benefactors

2
62
159
10
233
3
31

IGS website log in details for GIGSA members
The IGS have revamped their website and the new site includes a number of features that are only accessible to you
as an IGS Memberwhen you log in. The new site has in addition an enhanced content, including a photo gallery, news
and even a translation function (for nontechnical text). The newest addition to the website is the Proceedings Library,
however this is a work in progress, with all papers from IGS conferences being added in as conferences take place.
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IGS members have further exclusive access to items such as: the membership directory, IGS Journals, training
lectures, and much more. When logged in, you may enjoy directaccess to the IGS Journal Geosynthetics
International. IGS Members will no longer need to login on the Journal’s web page if they access the journal via
IGS site.
You may also gain access to Geotextiles & Geomembranes via the IGS web site; however, you still need the
required login information from the publisher (directions attached). IGS is currently working with the publisher to
provide automatic login to G&G in the future. Please allow one week for the publisher to process your society
access.
With the new IGS web site comes a new, more secure and more effective login system. In order to establish your
username and password please follow these directions:
1. Go to www.geosyntheticssociety.org
2. Near the top/left side of the screen there is a “USER NAME” field, please type in your IGS Member number:
8651
3. Click on the red “Forgot Password” button in the same area.
4. You will immediately receive an encrypted password via email to your email address (as listed in the IGS
database).
5. Using your IGS MEMBER NUMBER as your USER NAME (8651) and the PASSWORD provided via email
(carefully copy and paste is the best way with the computer generated password) please login to the site.
6. You may create a personal password at any time after you have logged in by clicking on the “Change Password”
immediately below the login panel.
d. Contact details information update and all other enquiries
Should you not know what your log in details (IGS Number) or require any further assistance with the website or
have any questions regarding your membership or you would like to update your contact details, kindly send an
email to secretary@gigsa.org
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Geosynthetics International Volume: 23, Number: 2 Now Available!
2016/03/31 05:47:40
Geosynthetic International Volume: 23, Number: 2 (April, 2016) Now Available at:
http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/toc/jgein/23/2
 Laboratory study on the use of EPSblock geofoam for embankment widening
A. T. Özer
Geosynthetics International, Vol. 23, No. 2: 7185
http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/abs/10.1680/jgein.15.00033
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